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Let’s make it!
May I introduce to you: Pillen Checkouts - the cashier-
furniture-pioneers. For more than 20 years, our family run 
business has the ambition to push boundaries in the world of 
checkouts. In all these years, we have always aimed for one 
thing: to make our customers ideas possible. Many innovations, 
such as the first infrared heater for checkout counters, are 
“Made by Pillen”. All of these were made with the goal to make 
the checkout a place of comfort.

Engineering in-house & producing in-house
“Made by Pillen” has ever since been a trademark. We produce 
high-class checkout furniture which  leaves nothing to be 
desired in terms of technique, material and ergonomics. On our 
company grounds, in the Dutch city of Lichtenvoorde, we also 
engineer  your  tailor made solution and put it into practice. 
You will benefit from the know-how of the entire Pillen Group, 
which has extensive experience in metal - and woodworking.

Given this firm foundation we say, with full confidence: do you 
have a particular Checkout idea? Ask Pillen Checkouts – we 
make it possible!

We are looking forward to talking to you.

Yours,
Theo Pillen

IMPOSSIBLE

Innovations ‘Made by Pillen’

2002: first checkout solution in for both sitting and
           standing.
2005: first cashdesk with printed conveying belt
2008: first cashdesk with LED lighting.
2011: first cashdesk with curved conveying belt.
2014: first cashdesk with infrared heating.
2017: first magnetic-field-free cashdesk





Shaping
a retail’s 

future.
Working conditions policies, customer service, the appearance 
of the store. Only a few of the numerous factors that play a 
role in the process from an idea till the production of the final 
product. Thanks to the company’s design and production 
departments, Pillen Checkout Systems is able to respond to 
trends and customer preferences.

Spatial experience contributes to the feel-good atmosphere
From entering an establishment untill leaving, we want your 
customers to feel good and be served as good as possible. 
Preferably by employees who love their job. Retailers therefore 
emphasize more and more on providing their employees with 
a comfortable workspace. Cutting-edge checkouts should be 
designed to compliment and provide to meet that goal. Moreover, 
checkouts should seamlessly blend in with the ambience of a 
business. Resulting in a need for a high degree of flexibility in 
design, dimensions, colours and finishes.

Individually customized solutions
By adapting to the customer’s needs, the checkout area becomes 
an functional eye-catcher. At Pillen Checkout Systems, our 
professional and experienced design engineers will support 
you with your project. We are always able to respond quickly to 
new ideas because all of our products are designed, engineered 
and manufactured in-house in the Netherlands. Because we 
manufacture all the parts ourselves, we can adapt to changes and 

new specifications in all stages of a project, while maintaining 
quality and accuracy.

Engineering your checkout with any kind of material 
On our 15000+m² premises, we have multiple production 
facilities where we process and combine all kinds of materials. 
Wood, steel, aluminium, plastics and many more. Our team 
visualizes innovative and effective store concepts, like cash desks, 
counters etc. Based on the customer’s specifications we create a 
3D draft in our Engineering Department. These 3D visualizations 
are presented to the customer. After receiving the order, a 
complete prototype is made.
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Why Pillen?

• Everything for a comfortable work space
• Supplier for the small corner store aswell as for the  
   larger retail chains
• High-quality materials
• Personal design
• Personalized design 







checkouts

Transform your checkout 
area into an  

    eye-catcher. 
     



Your benefits?

• We build with any kind of material
• Custom-made checkouts
• Complete supplier for planning, execution and
   installation of furnishings
• Sustainability
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Transform your checkout 
area into an  

    eye-catcher. 
     The checkout area is often the first and the last impression 

the customer gets and it is the place where he or she has to 
wait and pay. Also, the cashiers spend most of their time at 
their cash desk. Nevertheless, the importance of the checkout 
area is often underestimated. Experiences from innovative 
retailers and companies show that it pays to invest in a 
comfortable, ergonomic workplace. We are convinced that a 
positive experience strengthens the customer’s and employee’s 
emotional attachment to the store. Therefore we aim to bring 
back the personal touch onto your shopping floor with our 
cutting-edge checkout systems & construction elements for 
retail environments.

Satisfied employees - satisfied customers
Our recipe for success? For us at Pillen Checkouts it  is all about 
the people. The result is a product portfolio that ensures a positive 
experience on both sides of the counter: maximum working 
comfort for your staff and a pleasant shopping experience for 
your customers. We not only provide cash desks and construction 
elements for retail environments, but also the perfect workplace 
solution tailored to your needs. The visually appealing design 
of your checkout zone will make it the calling-card for your 
market. To perfectly complete your checkout zone we offer not 
only intelligent light, temperature and acoustic solutions, but also 
extensive opportunities for the individually designed cash desks. 

Quickly installed – quickly converted
As a pioneer in the field of checkouts, we have not only put 
thought into the “what” but also into the “how”. Our products 
all work according to the principle “Plug & Play”. Meaning: 
They will be delivered so that they can be directly installed and 
put into operation. With this concept, we not only support you 
with the realization of short conversion times, but it also offers 
the interesting possibilities, of time - and cost-efficient,  and 
individually designable upgrades of your showroom. Thanks to 
vast knowledge of technology, materials, ergonomics and the 
market itself, we can guarantee close-to-perfect quality products.



ergonomie & 
technologie



What we learned thanks to many years of experience, is 
confirmed by recent studies: ergonomics in the workplace is 
one of the top topics that modern employers nowadays have to 
deal with. We are familiar with the current legislation and we 
are able to advise you when it comes to the rules for workplace 
ergonomics. For many years, we’ve focused on ergonomics and 
that is how we’ve achieved  above average quality products.
Therefor creating the optimal workplace for your employees 
which results in less non-attendance. Also our ergonomically 
perfect accessories can complete your cash desk to make it 
ready to fit the needs of the future.

Natural heat
Cold in the workplace is not only uncomfortable, but lowers the 
health and work performance of your employees. The 
convenience of individual heating in the workplace increases the 
feel-good factor for your cashiers and clearly increases their 
motivation and satisfaction. Adjust the temperature individually 
for every workplace with our infrared heating and improve the 
environment for your employees with comfortable, natural and 
healthy warmth. You have the choice between a ceiling element 
above the workplace, a wall-mounted or a free-standing model. 
The infrared panels are equipped with a printable, textile. These 
textiles can be printed according to your individual wishes or 
choose one of our modern and nicely decorated standard motifs.

Pleasant light
Light plays a decisive role in the perception of an environment. 
With our LED lighting, your workplaces will be upgraded with an 
excellence of light. The intensity of our LED lighting is modelled 
after natural light. It raises the feel-good factor. Your employees 
can concentrate better, which increases the productivity, safety 
and pleasure at work. Our LED fixtures are lightweight and 
available in different shapes: oval, round, rectangular and square. 
And also special formats are possible for us: we find the tailor-
made solution for you.

 Because a comfortable  
workspace simply  
      works better.

Our offer?

• Efficient and sustainable
• Improves concentration and productivity
• Uses energy efficiently
• Promotes health
• A tailor-made solution
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displays & 
terminals



Do you dream of apples and pears floating above the fruit and 
vegetable section as a ceiling element? Or do you want to give 
your wine department the ambience of a wine cellar? Anywhere 
where more spatial experience or intimate spaces are to be 
created, we offer individual solutions in the form of fully 
customizable ceiling elements.

Displays and presentation solutions
The ideas which customers assign us with are as individual as they 
are demanding. We are capable of developing almost any idea or 
concept into a cutting edge designed product. In our own 
development and production departments we can produce many 
different variants of display and presentation solutions. Our 
displays are available in a wide variety of finishes. We design and 
produce them specifically to your needs. Where most companies 
focus on just one material, our design can include a mix of 
serveral materials, such as metal, wood, aluminium or plastics. 
Thanks to our own powder coating plant and our sublimation 
printing machine, we can offer you many different possibilities. Of 
course our consultants will support you with their many years of 
experience, making the right choices for your project. Together 
we’ll upgrade your facility, generating a positive spatial experience 
and well-being for your employees and your customers.

 

Invest less & achieve more
Our passion is to redesign existing shop fittings with fresh ideas 
and low financial outlay. Modern technology allows us to reduce 
investments for production and assembly to a minimum. Our 
lightweight ceiling panels are supplied “Plug & Play”, they are very 
suitable to achieve much with little effort. These ceilings consist of 
aluminium clamping profiles as a basis on which an individually 
printable fabric is stretched over. This special textile allows any 
desired print. We build these ceiling elements in all kinds of 
shapes. Custom frames are of course also available in almost any 
desired shape according to customer requirements. Because they 
are lightweight, no structural changes are required.

           Unique spatial 
       experiences.

What do we offer you?

• Innovative design
• Unique spatial experiences 
• High-quality materials 
• Customized solutions
• Integrative concepts for your business 
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Pillen Checkout Systems
Nijverheidsstraat 9
7131 PA Lichtenvoorde (NL)
+31 (0) 544 - 390 000

Pillen Checkout Systems develops and produces a wide range of 
products which are used to enhance the shopping experience in 
stores all over Europe. Pillen Checkout Systems stands for quality, 
flexibility, cost-efficiency and innovative performance. Based on 
co-engineering, the Pillen engineers are a competent partner from 
the first draft to the finished product.  Pillen Checkout Systems is 
part of the Pillen Group and is headquartered in Lichtenvoorde. 
An extensive machine fleet and a wide range of cutting-edge 
technologies can be found on the 15,000 square metres company 
premises. 

Pillen Group
Postbus 75
7130 AB Lichtenvoorde (NL)
+31 (0) 544 - 390 000
info@pillen.eu

www.pillen.eu


